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We present in this paper a Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) combined with a predictive algorithm to

track an Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV), using an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). The UAV is

equipped with a down facing camera. The video flow is sent continuously to a ground station to be

processed in order to extract the location of the UGV and send the commands back to the UAV to

follow autonomously the UGV. To emulate an experienced UAVs pilot, we propose a fuzzy-logic sets

of rules. Double Exponential Smoothing Algorithm (DES) is used to filter the measurements and give

the predictive value of the UGV pose. The FLC inputs are the filtered UGV position in the image plan

and the derivative of its predicted value. The outputs are pitch and roll commands to be sent to the

UAV. We show the efficiency of the proposed controller experimentally, and discuss the improvement

of the tracking results compared to our previous work.

Keywords: Fuzzy logic sets, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, Vision based target tracking, Augmented

reality

1. Introduction

The usage of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has known an exponential growth in the past
years. This is mainly due to the democratization of their employment after being limited to
military applications. Many research laboratories focus their activities on modeling, control, or
final user applications. Compared to fixed wings, rotary wings UAVs cover the biggest part in
research projects. The main advantage of rotary wings over fixed wings are the vertical takeoff and
landing capabilities, and their small size which allow them to be deployed in indoor environment,
but nevertheless, they suffer from limited range of applicability due to power consumption, and
their limited payload.

When deployed, UAVs play generally the role of flying eyes [1]. For this purpose, they are
equipped with perception sensors such as RGB or RGBD cameras, lidars, or other sensors. Their
usage in this case is to provide global coverage of a given area. The collected data are processed
to extract useful information of that area. These informations can be used to define waypoints for
UGVs, to determine an optimal navigation path [2], or to extract of points of interests [3]. When
equipped with depth cameras or lidars, the UAVs can be used to build a 3D maps of buildings
[4], and a concrete example of this usage is illustrated in estimating the degree of damage inside
a building after an earthquake [5].

⇤
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The main lacuna in using UAVs as an aerial sensor is that ground features are omitted, which
makes the gathered information incomplete. To acquired the unseen features, researchers deploy
Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) alongside UAVs. The UGVs can be used as landing pads for
the UAVs (rotatory wings) [6], and the same pad can serve for charging the batteries of the UAV
[7]. Deploying both UAVs and UGVs in the same mission requires mutual localization, whether
estimating the relative pose of the UGV to the UAV [8, 9], or the reverse [10], or mutual pose
estimation when using GPS information.

In urban environments, GPS information is inaccurate, and sometimes inexistent. Thus re-
searchers do not rely on this type of sensor for the mutual localization, and use instead vision
based methods. They consist in recognizing visually special features on the UGV or the UAV.
When estimating the position of the UGV using a camera mounted on the UAV, color detection
is the first technique that has been used. It consists in placing a distinguished colored marker on
the planar surface of the UGV [11–14], and to go through the acquired video from the UAV until
a match is found with the predefined tracked color. Once the location of the tracked object is
found, relative pose of the UGV is extracted. The advantages of the color tracking method is the
easiness of implementation, the minimalistic processing time, and the good results in adequate
lightning conditions. Nevertheless, there are some drawbacks. This method is sensitive to light
changes. Going from a light spot to a dark one changes the tracked color intensity, resulting in the
loss of the target. Another drawback is the difficulty to ensure that the surrounding environment
does not have the same tracked color. This will result in a false detection, thus false estimation
of the tracked targets pose.

To overcome the limitations of the color tracking method, some works got inspired by an
Augmented Reality (AR) application [15], where the authors presented a Computer Supported
Collaborative Work (CSCW). A conference system where remote collaborators are represented
on virtual monitors which can be freely positioned in a user space [15]. The user is wearing a Head
Mounted Display (HMD), and can see the collaborators faces overlayed on a specific marker. The
proposed method is publicly available and known as the ARToolKit. The library has been used
in [16], where the authors included it as a vision feedback for pose estimation in the control loop
of several UGVs. We can find in [17] another interesting feature-based (black and white pattern)
detection for multiple robots localization. The presented method allows the tracking of several
features at a time with a good precision using low cost cameras, and the same kind of visual
marker as in ARToolKit. The proposed method has been made publicly available as a library
called ArUco [18]. Another AR marker tracking can be found in [19]. The authors used a down
facing camera mounted on an UAV (quadrotor) in order to hover it on a ground feature (AR
marker). They fused the information gathered from the vision combined with internal sensors
(Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)) in order to generate the necessary movements to stay on
the top of the ground feature. In addition to track a moving target, the authors in [20] present
a landing algorithm using an AR marker on the planar surface of the target. After patrolling
the area, once the AR marker is found, the tracking process begins. The error between the AR
markers position in the image is estimated. Once the error is less than a threshold, the UAV
starts landing on the moving pad, minimizing the previous error.

In this work, we present a new algorithm for the tracking of an UGV by an UAV, using a
video flow obtained from this UAV. This new vision-based tacking (VBT) method improves our
previous works on the same subject [21], by incorporating a Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) in
the process. Because most of drones parameters are unknown, the use of a Fuzzy Logic based
approach is both relevant and suitable for reaching our purpose: autonomous tracking of an UGV
by an UAV.

We use in our work the AR Drone 2.0 from Parrot [22]. The company provides the developers
with a Software Development Kit (SDK) that allows them to control the UAV sending AT-
commands and receiving data through Wifi communication protocol. In order to perform more
complex tasks such as visual tracking or attitude control, the developer should use the most
accurate physical model of the UAV, which is usually not provided by the company. Thus,
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most people working on applications using this type of UAVs use a rough estimation of these
parameters, which means rough results in tracking. For controlling such systems we think that
a Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) is very suitable. Indeed, as said by Prof, Zadeh who introduced
this concept in 1965, fuzzy logic is an "attempt to mimic human control logic" and this matches
our goal of emulating the behavior of a professional pilot controlling manually a UAV over a
moving UGV using visual feedback.

2. Problem statement

An UGV is guided by a human operator for inspecting a given area. In unknown environments, if
the video flow from the UGV is the only source of information, there may be situations for which
choosing a relevant path might be difficult. Adding an UAV that provides global coverage could
greatly help the decision. Figure 1 shows both acquired images from the UGV and the UAV, we
can notice that in the local coverage (the image on the right), the UGV has a limited vision on
its surrounding, and in some cases next moves may be crucial. Thus adding the UAV video (left
image), the operator has a clear view of the surrounding of the UGV, thus taking next move
decision will be facilitated.

Figure 1.Global perception versus local perception

Continuously watching the video from the UAV, the pilot was able to track the UGV by
keeping in real time this vehicle in the field of view of the camera. In figure 2 we can see the
pilot (1) operating the drone (2), that takes a video of the navigation area and sends it to the
ground station (3). The operator (4) selects new waypoints to guide the ground robot (5) between
obstacles.

Figure 2.UAV pilot aided architecture
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A second step was to render the tracking process of the UAV autonomous. For this purpose,
we developed non linear controllers [21]. The developed controllers are model based. We used
rough estimations of the UAVs parameters. The UAV was able to keep track of the UGV, but
in order to improve our VBT system we propose in this work a FLC combined with a predictive
algorithm, and show its overall efficiency compared to our previous implementations.

Figure 3.Autonomous tracking architecture

Figure 3 presents our autonomous tracking architecture. We can notice that it is a client/server
based architecture, where the UAV flies over the tracked UGV, sends continuously the video flow
acquired from the vertical camera to the ground station. The video flow is processed to extract
the position of the tracked UGV in the image plan, and movement commands are sent back to
the UAV in order to keep the UGV in the field of view of the UAV vertical camera.

It should be noted that the computation is performed remotely because of the limitations of
the considered UAV (no payload). Apart from that point, nothing prevents the implementation
of the processing on a capable UAV autopilot.

3. Vision based target tracking

We mentioned previously the advantages of using an AR marker over color detection. In previous
works [21, 23] we installed an AR marker on the planar surface of the UGV. The size of the
marker was chosen with respect to the low resolution of the UAV vertical camera. For marker
identification, we use the library presented in [15]. Figure 4 represents the AR marker extracted
from the library found in [24] that will be used later for the UGV’s pose estimation.

Figure 4.Tracked AR marker
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We have to process each received image to check if the marker is present. Algorithm 1 illustrates
the steps in order to estimate the 2D UGV’s center (R

c

) coordinates.

Algorithm 1: Augmented Reality (AR) marker tracking
Input: Image (video flow), AR marker (the tracked coded marker)
Output: X

Rc
, Y

Rc
(2D pose of the tracked marker)

begin
Define AR marker (marker 1) ;
for Image do

if Image has marker 1 then
Extract marker 1 corners (0, 1, 2, 3);
Find the center of the marker 1:;
dx1 = x.corner(2)-x.corner(0);
dy1 = y.corner(2)-y.corner(0);
m1=dy1/dx1;
c1=y.corner(0)-m1*x.corner(0);
dx2 = x.corner(3)-x.corner(1);
dy2 = y.corner(3)-y.corner(1);
m2=dy2/dx2;
c2=y.corner(1)-m2*x.corner(1);
X

Rc
= (c2 - c1) / (m1 - m2);

Y

Rc
= m1 * X

Rc
+ c1;

draw a red circle on (X
Rc
, Y

Rc
);

else
Continue searching;

Figure 5 shows the results of the AR marker (figure 4) tracking algorithm.

Figure 5.Augmented Reality (AR) marker tracking for UGV pose estimation

The main advantage of this method is that is more robust to lightning conditions compared to
color tracking algorithm. Another advantage is that we can use different markers with different
IDs in the case of multi-robot tracking. A natural environment most likely will not include an
object with the same characteristics as an AR marker, which will limit the identification errors
compared to color detection. The main drawback of this method is that at high altitudes, the
marker will not be identifiable any longer, which will limit the flying height of the UAV, thus the
covered area by the onboard vertical camera.
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4. UGV pose estimation

We consider X
D

and Y

D

the axes of the image taken from the drone (Figure 6). In order to locate
the UGV, we can use one of the presented tracking algorithms to extract the UGV’s position
(R

c

). The position (in pixels) of R
c

along X

D

and Y

D

axes is: Y
Rc

and X

Rc

. Y0 and X0 are the
center (0, 0) of the image (we assume that the center of the image is the center of the drone).

Figure 6.The UGV in the image plan

The distance d that separates the UGV and the center of the image can be written as follows:

d =
p

(X0 �X

Rc

)2 + (Y0 � Y

Rc

)2 (1)

Where X
Rc

, Y

Rc

, X0, Y0 represent the coordinates of the marker R
c

and the center of the image.
For the sequel, the three following hypotheses are supposed true:

Assumption 1. The altitude of the UAV is supposed to be fixed during the UGV tracking.

Assumption 2. Due to their dynamic properties, the velocity of the UAV is higher compared to

the one of the UGV.

Assumption 3. If the UGV is out of the field of view of the UAV, the latest stays in hover state.

Figure 7.The structure of the autonomous tracking controller
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5. Fuzzy Logic Control Design

Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLC) have been widely used for vision based tracking. The tracked
target related location is extracted by estimating the pose of a unique visual feature that belongs
to the target, which should be inexistent in the surrounding area. A simple way to do so is to
track a color. A red balloon is used in [25] to simulate a flying object. The distance and the
orientation to the target are estimated using the size and the position of the balloon in the image
plan. The outputs of the FLC to track the flying object are pitch and yaw commands. Artificial
markers (AR markers for example) can also be used to estimate the pose of the tracked target.
They are usually placed on a planar surface on the target, and the inputs to the FLC are the X
and Y errors between the center of the image and the center of the marker. Vision based FLC is
used in other works for navigation [26, 27], and autonomous landing [28, 29].

As Prof, Zadeh introduced in 1965, fuzzy logic is an "attempt to mimic human control logic".
We developed in this work a FLC to imitate a professional pilot, mainly to give our system more
autonomy. A first step in creating a FLC to control the UAV consists in creating fuzzy sets. A
fuzzy set is the entity that represents an input or an output of a system. In our case, the input is
the pose estimation of the UGV in the image plan, and the output is the desired roll and pitch
angles in order to follow autonomously the UGV. Taking the example of an input, the fuzziness
of the set is illustrated in the degree of belonging to the different states of this set. In the UAV
image plan, the UGV can be far negative (N), at the center (Z), or far positive (P) distance from
the center of the image. These are called membership functions, where we define the degree of
belonging of the crisp values of the UGV pose to these states (N, Z, P). Once we have our input
membership functions, the same process is applied to extract the output, and the bridge between
the two values (input and output) is what is called Defuzzification. We will see in next section
more details on the different membership functions of the FLC and their defuzzification in order
to get the desired attitude of the UAV for the autonomous target tracking.

As the UGV is supposed to move on a planar surface, the two outputs that needs to be fuzzified
in order to follow autonomously the UGV are roll and pitch angles, which are respectively the
angles necessary to change in order to move along X and Y axes of the UAV. The input to the
FLC is then location of the UGV in the image plan, which is in our work the AR marker X and
Y position of its center obtained as explained in previous section.

Our data processing is based on a client/server architecture. Captured video flow is sent con-
tinuously to a ground station where it will be processed. Once the targets location extracted,
the pose errors to the center of the image are estimated. Double Exponential Smoothing (DES)
algorithm is used to filter the measurements, and to give a predicted value of the pose estimation.
The output of the DES algorithm are fed to the FLC in order to generate the necessary output
to track the target. The generated roll and pitch commands are then sent through the chosen
communication protocol to the UAV.

We explain in this section the fuzzification of the different inputs and outputs of the controller,
the used method for defuzzification, as well as the DES algorithm.

5.1 Inputs and outputs fuzzification

To enable the autonomous tracking of the UGV, the acquired video flow from the vertical camera
of the UAV is processed. The results, as explained in algorithm 1, are the X and Y coordinates
of the marker in the image plan. Since we suppose that the optical center of the camera and the
center of the UAV are the same, the extracted coordinates are the relative position of the UGV
to the UAV in a planar surface. The errors to be considered then are the ones between the center
of the UAV X0, Y0, and the UGV coordinates X

Rc

, Y

Rc

:

e

XD
= X

Rc

�X0 e

YD
= Y

Rc

� Y0 (2)
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The control objective can be expressed as follows:

lim
t!1

e

XD
(t) = 0 lim

t!1
e

YD
(t) = 0 (3)

To fulfill this objective, the UAV has to move along its X and Y axes, the outputs of the FLC
are in this case the roll �

d

and pitch ✓

d

angles to be fed to the UAV autopilot.
Two FLCs were designed to achieve the control objective (3). A representation of the proposed

autonomous tracking controller is shown in figure 7. We used a quadcopter UAV, and we suppose
that it has a symmetrical construction, this means that inertia moments along X

D

and Y

D

are
identical. In this case pitch and roll controllers are identical. Thus for brevity, we will present
the membership functions of the inputs and output for one of them, the other one is considered
to be exactly the same.

To deal with the uncertainties of the estimated pose of the AR marker, the Double Smoothing
Exponential (DES) algorithm is implemented. The DES algorithm can also provide us with the
predicted value of the errors. The output of the DES are then the filtered values of the errors
along X or Y axes, and their predicted value in a predefined horizon. We will present in next
section the DES algorithm and the implementation of the proposed FLC.

5.2 Double Exponential Smoothing Algorithm

It has been show in [30, 31] that the DES algorithm runs approximately 135 times faster with
equivalent prediction performances and simpler implementations compared to a Kalman filter.
It has been successfully implemented in [32] for a vision based target tracking, and showed good
results for colored blob tracking with the same UGV used in our present experiments.

The DES algorithm is implemented for the projection of the center of the AR marker X
Rc

and
Y

Rc

separately as shown in figure 7. It is given as follows:

S

mn = ↵

m

.m

n

+ (1� ↵

m

).(S
mn�1 + b

mn�1) (4)

b

mn = �

m

.(S
mn � S

mn�1) + (1� �

m

).b
mn�1 (5)

Where:
m

n

is the value of (X
Rc

or Y

Rc

) at nth sample instant.
S

mn is the smoothed value of (X
Rc

or Y

Rc

).
b

mn is the trend value of (X
Rc

or Y

Rc

).
↵

m

is the smoothing factor.
�

m

is the trend smoothing factor.

Equation (4) smooths the value of the sequence of measurements by taking into account the
trend, whilst (5) smooths and updates the trend.

We denote k

f

> 0 the number of steps in the future for the position of the AR marker (X
Rc

,
Y

Rc

). The forecasted value can be written as follows:

F

mn+kf
= S

mn + k

f

.b

mn (6)

The initial values given to S

mn , bmn are:
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S

m1 = m1 b

m1 = m2 �m1 (7)

A compromise has to be found for the values of ↵

m

(0  ↵

m

 1) and �

m

(0  �

m

 1).
High values make the DES algorithm follow the trend more accurately whilst small values make it
generate smoother results. The smoothed values are used instead of the direct noisy measurements
in the proposed FLC.

5.3 Membership functions

Roll controller has two inputs, the filtered error and the derivative of its predictive value. Both
the inputs and the output of the controller have triangular membership functions, their selection
was based on their performance to achieve the desired objective of the controller (3).

Figures 8, 9, 10, show respectively the membership functions of the filtered value e

XDf
, the

derivative of the predicted value e

XDp
, and the desired roll angle ✓

d

.
The fuzzy sets of the inputs e

XDf
and e

XDp
are:

(1) N: Negative
(2) Z: Zero
(3) P: Positive

The fuzzy sets of the output ✓

d

are:

(1) NB: Negative Big
(2) N: Negative
(3) Z: Zero
(4) P: Positive
(5) PB: Positive Big

Figure 8.Membership function of the filtered error

Figure 9.Membership function of the derivative of the pre-

dicted error

Figure 10.Membership function of the desired roll angle
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5.4 Defuzzification

We have used Mamdani min-max for the Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). The defuzzification
method is centroid based. The FIS has nine rules. Figure 11 shows the FIS inputs and output
surface. More details on the impact of the form and number of fuzzy sets have been discussed in
[33, 34].

Figure 11.Fuzzy membership surface for the inputs and the output of the controller

Inference of inputs results from the use of "min" operator (for conjunction and implication)
and "max" operator (for disjunction and aggregation). Fuzzy rules are summed up in Table 1.

e

XDp

e

XDf

N Z P

N NB N Z
Z N Z P
P Z P PB

Table 1.FLC rules

6. Simulation results

Matlab Simulink has been used to simulate the proposed FLC controller with the DES algorithm.
We have used in this work the simplified dynamic model of a quadcopter presented in [35]. For
generating the FIS, we used the fuzzy logic toolbox in Matlab Simulink. The toolbox simplifies
the coding tasks since it can be used easily to create the inputs, outputs, and the defuzzification
methods of the system.

For the autonomous tracking, the UGV model has been presented in [32]. The UGV follows a
sinusoidal trajectory, and the UAV, located initially at (4,0) in the world frame takes off, hovers
at 3 meters of altitude, then starts the autonomous tracking of the UGV.

We have used for simulation the following parameters:
Simulation time: 200s.

10
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Sampling period: T
e

= 0.01s.
DES algorithm: ↵

m

= 0.7, �
m

= 0.3, k
f

= 2.

Figure 12 presents the trajectory of both UGV and the UAV.

Figure 12.Autonomous tracking of an UGV

The angles variations of the UAV are directly related to the errors along X and Y axes between
the center of the UGV and the center of the image of the UAV, presumed previously to be the
center of the UAV. Figures 13 and 14 show the variation of roll and pitch angles respectively.

Figure 13.Roll angle variation Figure 14.Pitch angle variation

Figure 15.The tracking errors along X axis Figure 16.The tracking errors along Y axis
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The evolution of the tracking errors along X and Y axis between the UAV and UGV positions
are shown in figure 15 and 16 respectively. Figures 12, 15, and 16 show that the control objective
(3) has been achieved.

6.1 DES parameters tuning

As we explained in section 5.2, a compromise has to be found between the values of ↵

m

and
�

m

respectively. We have conducted several simulations to obtain the best combination of these
values. Figures 17 and 18 illustrate the results of the errors evolution along X and Y axis respec-
tively using a fixed value of �

m

= 0.1, and variable value of ↵
m

=[0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9]. While in
figures 19 and 20 the results of the simulation are obtained using a fixed value of ↵

m

= 0.1, and
variable value of �

m

=[0.3, 0.6, 0.9].

Figure 17.↵

m

variation influence on E

x

Figure 18.↵

m

variation influence on E

y

Figure 19.�

m

variation influence on E

x

Figure 20.�

m

variation influence on E

y

Simulations have been conducted initially with the horizon k

f

= 2. We will see now the influence
of the horizon k

f

changing with the defined values of ↵
m

, and �

m

.

Figure 21.k

f

variation influence on E

x

Figure 22.k

f

variation influence on E

y

We can see in figures 21 and 22 the different values of the errors E

x

and E

y

according to the
variation of the step k

f

. We notice that in simulation the changing of the value of k
f

does not
influence greatly the autonomous tracking, mainly because the measurement of the UGV pose

12
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is provided directly by the software, thus it does not have the uncertainties in pose estimation
similar to real experiments.

Simulations have been carried out in the world frame, where the access to the UAV and the
UGV positions are easily extracted. In real experimentations, the tracking will be in the image
frame, thus the inputs will have a different scale (from meters to pixels), and the output from
radians to a percentage of the maximum tilt of the used UAV. We will explain in next section the
different steps to implement the proposed controller in real experiments, and discuss its efficiency
compared with our previous work [21].

7. Experimental results

Experiments have been carried out using an AR Drone 2.0 of Parrot [22]. The video flow of the
UAV is sent continuously to the ground station, to be processed in our developed Graphical User
Interface (GUI), then send back roll and pitch values to the UAV through a WIFI link.

The tracked target is a non-holonomic Wheeled Mobile Robot (WMR), developed in our lab-
oratory. To extract the position of the UGV, we printed the AR marker (figure 4), and placed
it upon the UGV on a planar surface. The UGV is moved manually in a random way by a hu-
man operator through the same GUI. The commands are sent to the UGV through a ZigBee
communication protocol.

We implemented for the experimentation the FLC in a Java based environment called Pro-
cessing [36]. It is an open source coding language used initially for art projects, which is gaining
popularity for its simplistic design for learning and prototyping. The main advantage of using
Processing is the easiness of implementation when it comes to include many libraries at the same
time, for instance, AR marker detection, WIFI and ZigBee communication, graphical materials,
and so on.

To implement the FLC in Processing, we used a Fuzzy Associative Matrix (FAM) representation
[37] for the input, output, and defuzzification of our membership functions. Its an easier way
than to use IF-THEN list, since it presents the system in a tabular way firing the output of the
system according to the given inputs. The main drawback of the FAM is its complexity with the
implementation if the system has more than two inputs, but since we have only two inputs (the
filtered value and the derivative of the predictive value), FAM suits our purpose very well.

The tracking in real experiments is done in the image frame, the only difference compared to
simulations is in the scale of the input values. It was expressed in the world frame from [�1, 1]m
for both inputs, to be changed in the experimentations for the following values (only the errors
along X axis will be considered, the ones along Y axis are identical): Filtered values: [�224,+224]
pixels. The derivative of predicted values: [�320,+320] pixels.

The output scale varies from [�maxtilt

r/p

,+maxtilt

r/p

] with the maximum tilt roll and pitch
values (maxtilt

r/p

) are to be defined experimentally, knowing that a big value may render the
system instable with the risk of loosing the target from the field of view.
The parameters are tuned experimentally to get the best performance. The difference between
the parameters used in simulation and those used in experimentations are simply due to the lack
of the exact UAV model, thus the difference between the simulated UAV and the real one. The
following parameters have been used in the experiments:
maxtilt

r

= 0.15, maxtilt

p

= 0.1.
Sampling period: T

e

= 0.01s.
DES algorithm: ↵

m

= 0.8, �
m

= 0.1, k
f

= 1.
The images are sent continuously from the AR Drone 2.0 via a WIFI link to the ground station

which is a laptop with an intel i5 processor running at 1.7GHz and 4Gb of ram. Each image is
then processed to extract the AR maker position, and to solve the FLC outputs. The commands
are then sent to the AR Drone 2.0 in order to track the UGV. The exact processing time is not
available because it may be affected by the background programs running at the ground station
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Operating System (OS). Nevertheless, a rough estimation of the control loop of the developed
code running on the aforementioned laptop showed that the processing time is at approximatively
50ms for each loop.

Figure 23 represents the GUI developed with Processing. We can see that the tracked marker
has been identified in the image, and the estimated errors between its center and the center of
the image is fed to the FLC. The input memberships are drawn on the bottom of the GUI (to the
left are the inputs of the roll controller, and to the right are the inputs of the pitch controller).

Figure 23.The Graphical User Interface (GUI) overview

Figure 24.Experimental tracking errors along X axis Figure 25.Experimental tracking errors along Y axis

In real world scenarii, for the case of an inspection or exploration mission, the UGV follows
a random trajectory. To meet this requirement in our experiments, the human operator drives
manually the UGV by selecting random waypoints in the image plan [38]. The trajectories of
both UAV and UGV has not been measured because of the lack of an exteroceptive system
(Vicon for example), and the internal sensors (IMU, odometry) provides poor results due to drift
in their measurements. Nevertheless, the tracking errors along X and Y axis between the UAV
and the UGV are measured in the image plan of the UAV. They are shown in figures 24 and 25
respectively. We can see from these figures that the mean values of E

x

and E

y

are around zero,
which validates the tracking objective (3), and this means that the UAV is able to autonomously
follow the UGV in its random waypoints tracking.
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8. Performance discussion

We discuss in this section the results of the visual tracking using firstly the Proportional Deriva-
tive (PD) controller , then the FLC controller with inputs the error and its derivative, and finally
the FLC coupled with DES algorithm. In the experiments, the same presumptions are used: ran-
dom trajectory of the UGV with the same velocity, same altitude (with +/- 20 cm). The tracking
begins when the UGV is in the field of view of the UAV.

The tracking error comparison is based on the distance d (1) between the center of the image
(supposed to be the center of the UAV), and the center of the AR marker (supposed to be the
center of the tracked UGV).

8.1 Proportional Derivative (PD) controller

We presented in [21] a PD controller for vision based tracking. Equation 8 illustrates the desired
angles to be sent to the UAV in order to track the UGV:

�

d

= asin(�u

YD
) where u

YD
=

m

U1
((K1eYD

+K2ėyD)

✓

d

= asin(
u

XD

cos�

d

) where u

XD
=

m

U1
(K1eXD

+K2ėxD)
(8)

K1 and K2 are positive gains. U1 is called the total thrust (U1), and m is the UAVs weight. In
simulation the value of the total thrust U1 can be obtained easily based on the used UAV model.
In the case of a quadrotor type UAV, U1 is the sum of the four rotors forces, that is based on
the thrust factor and the rotation speed of the propellers. In real experiments, when using the
AR Drone 2.0, the value of U1 is roughly estimated, since the exact model of the UAV is not
available, and may be cumbersome to obtain using estimations for each part, resulting in rough
tracking of the UGV. The experimental results using PD controller is shown in figure 26. The
tracking error has a mean value of around 124 pixels.

Figure 26.Tracking error using Proportional Derivative Controller [21]

8.2 Fuzzy Logic Controller without DES algorithm

In the FLC we have used the same membership functions described in this paper, with the
difference of the inputs of the controller and their scales.

The tracking errors of the FLC (figure 27) were promising compared to the previous PD
controller. The mean value of the tracking errors is around 96 pixels.
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Figure 27.Tracking error using FLC without DES

8.3 Fuzzy Logic Controller with DES algorithm

DES algorithm has been used to filter the uncertainties of the estimated pose of the AR marker,
supposed to represent the tracked UGV. We presented in section 5.2 the algorithm, and used its
outputs (filtered and predicted values) as an input to the FLC instead of direct measured values.
Figure 7 illustrates the FLC with the DES algorithm for our vision based target tracking. The
experimental results of the tracking are shown in figure 28.

The tracking errors using the FLC with the DES algorithm gave a mean value of around 65
pixels. A video of the experimental results can be found online [39].

Figure 28.Distance error using the FLC with DES algorithm

8.4 Comparison

The tracking error expressed in pixels that separates the center of the UAV and the center of
the UGV in the plan image is used as a reference for the experimental results comparison. As
we explained previously, each experiment is conducted in the same manner, with a randomly
driven UGV with the same velocity, and same flying altitude of the UAV. The improvement
of the autonomous vision based target tracking is obtained using the FLC instead of the PD
controller, and it has been further improved when coupling the FLC with the DES algorithm,
resulting in a smoother and more accurate tracking. Table 2 summarize the experimental results
obtained with each controller.

PD FLC FLC with DES
Min 3.726 0 0
Max 292.1 372 215
Mean 124.3 96.12 65.19

Improvement - 22.67 % 47.55 %

Table 2.Performance analysis of the different controllers
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The obtained results states clearly the improvement of the autonomous vision based tracking
using the FLC with DES algorithm. The mean value of the tracking errors obtained using this
controller reduced with 47.55 % the tracking errors compared to the PD controller, against the
22.67 % using the FLC.

9. Conclusion and Perspectives

We have presented in this paper a Fuzzy Logic Controller for an UGV tracking using an UAV.
Unlike conventional controllers, FLC does not require a prior knowledge of the system modeling.
This is particularly interesting when using commercial UAVs, where the detailed parameters of
the UAVs model are unknown, and sometimes difficult to be estimated.

Since we lack model information of our experimental platform, FLC can be considered as a
good choice for autonomous tracking. The fuzzification of the inputs and outputs of the FLC are
based on the feedback of an experienced pilot. The overall system is a client/server architecture.
The captured video from the UAV is sent continuously to a ground station, where we developed
a GUI to visualize the video flow, and to process the data in order to extract the position of the
tracked target. FLC was implemented using a Fuzzy Associative Matrix (FAM) in order to send
the necessary pitch and roll commands back to the UAV through WIFI network.

We illustrated in this work the tracking scheme. The acquired measurements have been filtered
using a DES algorithm. The same algorithm generates the predictive values of the tracking errors,
that will be in addition to the filtered values considered as the input of our FLC. The proposed
FLC was validated through simulations and experimentations. It has been shown that this work
reduced by 47.55 % the tracking errors compared to our previous work [21] where we used a
Proportional Derivative controller. A future work consists in implementing the proposed FLC
controller directly inside an UAV autopilot, mainly to deal with the problem of communication
delays related to the client/server architecture nature.
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